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Abstract
The X-ray structure of chitinase from the fungal pathogen Coccidioides immitis has been solved to 2.2 Å resolution. Like
other members of the class 18 hydrolase family, this 427 residue protein is an eight-stranded b0a-barrel. Although
lacking an N-terminal chitin anchoring domain, the enzyme closely resembles the chitinase from Serratia marcescens.
Among the conserved features are three cis peptide bonds, all involving conserved active site residues. The active site
is formed from conserved residues such as tryptophans 47, 131, 315, 378, tyrosines 239 and 293, and arginines 52 and
295. Glu171 is the catalytic acid in the hydrolytic mechanism; it was mutated to a Gln, and activity was abolished.
Allosamidin is a substrate analog that strongly inhibits the class 18 enzymes. Its binding to the chitinase hevamine has
been observed, and we used conserved structural features of the two enzymes to predict the inhibitors binding to the
fungal enzyme.
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Fungal infections constitute a major problem in human pathogenesis. These run from relatively benign but stubborn skin infections
like ring worm, to life-threatening lung infections like coccidioidomycosis ~San Joaquin Valley fever! caused by Coccidioides immitis ~Cole & Kirkland, 1991!. Fungal infections can be particularly
dangerous in immuno-compromised patients, like those with HIV
infections. The severity of such fungal infections, particularly from
Candida, Coccidioides, Cryptococcus, and Histoplasmosis, has been
extensively reviewed ~Ampel, 1996; Minamoto & Rosenberg, 1997!.
Chitin is an insoluble b-1,4-linked polymer of N-acetylglucosamine ~NAG! vital to fungal cell wall integrity. Mutations that
inactivate chitin synthase genes can lead to a loss of fungal viability ~Bulawa & Osmond, 1990!. In addition to chitin synthases,
fungi code for several chitinases that are also required for cell
growth ~Kuranda & Robbins, 1991!. In essence, fungi need chitinases to disrupt existing cell walls as part of normal cell division.
Because chitin is not a component of mammalian cells, this difference is potentially exploitable in the design of specific antifungal agents. Presently, the best-known inhibitor is the antibiotic
allosamidin, a glycoside derived from Streptomyces ~Nishimoto
et al., 1991!; it inhibits Candida chitinase with a Ki of 5 mM
~Milewski et al., 1992!.
Coccidioides immitis is the causative agent of coccidioidomycosis ~San Joaquin Valley fever!, one the of the most widespread

endemic diseases in America. Diagnosis of the disease and monitoring of its prognosis has been carried out largely through the
development of serologic tests ~Pappagianis & Zimmer, 1990!.
The primary Coccidioides antigen was identified as a chitinase
~Johnson & Pappagianis, 1992!, and a specific monoclonal antibody has been raised against it ~Dolan & Cox, 1991!. Molecular
cloning revealed that the fungus expresses two chitinases, called
CTS1 and CTS2 ~Pishko et al., 1995!. Cloning of the gene for the
principle Coccidioides complement fixing antigen revealed it to be
identical with CTS1, and it was described as the CF0chitinase
protein ~Yang et al., 1996!. For this paper, we will refer to the
Coccidioides immitis chitinase-1 molecule as CiX1.
CiX1 is a 427 residue protein that is found both in the cytoplasm
and expressed on the cell surface—consistent with its antigenicity.
Based on amino acid sequence similarities, the enzyme is a member of glycohydrolase family 18, together with chitinases from
other fungi, as well as bacteria and a few plants ~Henrissat &
Bairoch, 1993!. The similarity among members of this family is
illustrated in Figure 1. It compares the CiX1 amino acid sequences
with two other fungal chitinases, Trichoderma harzianum ~Garcia
et al., 1994! and Aphanocladium album ~Blaiseau & Lafay, 1992!,
and a bacteria chitinase from Serratia marcescens ~Perrakis et al.,
1994!. The similarity among the fungal enzymes is strong, exhibiting roughly 50% sequence identity. The bacterial enzyme sequence is about 25% identical with the fungal enzymes. It is clear
that these enzymes are homologs, although the bacterial enzyme
has a 120-residue amino terminal domain, not found on the fungal
enzymes, which is thought to act as a chitin binding anchor. The
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Results and discussion
Amino terminus characterization

Edman sequencing of purified CiX1 revealed that the amino terminal residues were Tyr-Pro-Val-Pro-Glu-Ala-Pro-Ala-Glu-GlyGly-Phe-Arg-Ser-Val. This corresponds to residues 27– 41 of the
chitinase gene sequence ~Yang et al., 1996!.
Structure determination

Fig. 1. Comparison of class 18 chitinase primary structures. The sequences correspond to C. immitis, T. harzianum, A. album, and S. marcescens, respectively. The numbering corresponds to the C. immitis sequence.
All sequences begin at residue 1 except S. marcescens, which begins at
121. Invariant residues are shown in bold.

X-ray diffraction data were collected to 2.2 Å resolution ~99.7%
complete! on the native CiX1 crystals and to 2.5 Å on a p-hydroxymercuribenzoate ~PHMB! derivative. The data collection information is summarized in Table 1. Difference Patterson analysis of the
PHMB derivative revealed a single mercury site with modest phasing power.
We also used molecular replacement ~MR! methods to phase the
CiX1 data. The refinement of the CiX1 model was carried out in
22 rounds, as described in Materials and methods. After the final
round of refinement, a total of 392 amino acid residues had been
fit corresponding to sequence numbers 36 through 427. Residues
27 to 35, identified by Edman sequencing, are apparently in thermal motion and could not be seen in the density maps or positioned
in the model. In addition, 241 water molecules with discrete electron density and in position to hydrogen bond to polar protein
atoms were added to the model. The final model working R-factor
was 17.6%, and the free R was 25.8%. The RMS bond deviation of
the model from ideality is 0.007 Å, and the deviation in bond
angles is 1.368. The Ramachandran plot has 91% of residues in the
most favorable region, 8.1% in additional allowed space, 0.9% in
generously allowed space, and none in the disallowed space. There
are four cis peptide bonds at Phe71, Tyr172, Pro326, and Glu379.
Figure 2 shows a 2Fo 2 Fc electron density map for a region of the
final CiX1 model.
Structure description

X-ray structure for the Serratia chitinase has been solved ~Perrakis
et al., 1994!. It shows the chitinase enzyme is an eight stranded
b0a-barrel, ~ ba!8 , while the N-terminal domain is a discrete unit
with a b-sandwich configuration. The class 18 chitinases differ in
sequence and structure from the class 19 chitinases, like those from
many higher plants ~Hart et al., 1995! that have a structural relationship to lyzozymes ~Monzingo et al., 1996!.
Hevamine is a plant chitinase, from family 18, which is more
distantly related to the fungal enzymes. The 273 residue protein is
substantially smaller than CiX1 and shows only 14% sequence
identity with it. The X-ray structure for hevamine has been solved
~Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1996! and also exhibits ~ ba!8
structure. Hevamine has been complexed with allosamidin, and
analysis of the structure led to the notion that the mechanism of
cleavage for chitin may proceed by anchimeric assistance through
an oxazoline intermediate ~Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1995!.
In this paper, we describe the high resolution molecular structure of the CiX1 enzyme. This is the first structure of a chitinase
from a fungal source and should serve as the archetype for a
variety of related enzymes, many of which may be targets for
antifungal inhibitor design. A model is proposed for binding the
substrate analog allosamidin.

Figure 3 shows a backbone trace of CiX1 viewed down the axis of
the barrel. Figure 4 is a representation of the secondary structure
arrangement and nomenclature used in this description. The eight
parallel b-strands that form the core of the enzyme are labeled S1
to S8. As in all ~ ba!8 barrels, strand 8 is hydrogen bonded to
strand 1. In general, b0a-barrel structures are such that a given
b-strand is followed by an a-helix “return stroke.” There is no
a-helix on the return between b-strands 1 and 2, and as a result, no

Table 1. Data collection statistics for CiX1

Resolution ~Å!
Rmerge ~%!
Rmerge ~last shell! ~%!
I0sI
I0sI ~last shell!
Unique reflections
Redundancy
Completeness ~%!

Native

PHMB

2.2
12.2
21.3
10.3
5.19
20,899
6.0
99.7

2.5
15.6
39.2
7.1
4.76
14,669
5.5
99.7
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Fig. 2. Electron density map for a section of the final CiX1 model. The
map is an LBEST-weighted 2Fo 2 Fc map contoured at the 1.0s level. The
superimposed model is part of the b-barrel, strands 5 and 6. The strand on
the left shows residues 207 to 212, which is at the top. The right-hand
strand includes residues 231 to 236, which is at the top.

helix has been labeled as 1. However, residues 45– 65 have some
helical character and contain at least three short 310 helical loops.
For example, the carbonyl oxygen of Val45 receives a hydrogen
bond from the amido nitrogen of Ala48, and residues 46 and 47
bond with 49 and 50, respectively. O55 is bonded to N58 in a second
310 loop, and O60 bonds with N63 in a third.
There are two a-helices following strand 2, and these are labeled
H2a and H2b. These two helices appear to stack and resemble a
continuous helix with a bulge looped out. To illustrate this stacking, it should be noted that O87 and O88 from the top of H2a form
a-helix-like interactions with the bottom of H2b, receiving hydrogen bonds from N108 and N109 , respectively. b-Strands S3 through
S8 are each followed by return helices labeled H3 through H8,
respectively. A short helix near the carboxy terminus of CiX1 is
labeled H9.
In addition to the b-sheet of the core, b-structure is formed
within several connecting loops of the barrel. The connection between S2 and H2 contains an antiparallel two-stranded sheet labeled S2a and S2b. The connection between barrel strand S7 and
H7 contains a more elaborate and structurally distinct domain in
the form of a modified Greek key. As shown in Figure 4, this
domain contains five b-strands labeled S7a through S7e. Table 2
identifies the amino acid residues of the various secondary structural elements in the protein.
Comparison of CiX1 and SmX
The amino acid sequence of CiX1 is about 25% identical to that of
the C-terminal domain of SmX. Figure 5 shows a least-squares
superposition of CiX1 ~thick line! and SmX ~thin line!; the RMS
distance between 353 equivalent Ca atoms is 1.8 Å. SmX has a
distinct N-terminal b-sandwich domain, thought to serve as a chitin anchor, that is missing in CiX1. This domain is about 140
amino acids in length. SmX residues 141 through 158 act as a
flexible linker joining the N-terminal domain to the catalytic b-barrel
domain. This region is shown as a thin black line in Figure 5 and
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is marked by labels SmX24 to mark the N-terminus and SmX145,
conveniently displayed near the C-terminal region of this unique
domain. Val159 of SmX begins the formal hydrogen bonding pattern for the first sheet of the core. CiX1 lacks the amino terminal
domain, and its amino terminus corresponds to a leader sequence
and is probably processed away during maturation ~Yang et al.,
1996!. The exact cleavage site is unknown, but our clone expresses
residues 27 to 427. Residues 27–35 cannot be seen, but Gly36 is
visible and leads to S1, which formally begins with residue 39.
Arg39 of CiX1 superimposes with Val159 of SmX and can be said
to define the beginning of the structurally conserved catalytic core
domain.
As seen in Figure 5, the two core domains are generally superimposable over the majority of the ~ ba!8 barrel. Figure 1 shows
there are a few multiresidue differences between the proteins. SmX
has four insertions of note, and their locations are labeled in Figure 5. These include a 26 residue insertion in the loops between
S2a and S2b, a nine-residue insertion between S4 and H4, a sixresidue insertion between S7a and S7b, and four-residue insertion
in the loop between S7b and S7c. The first two insertions interact
with one another and contribute to one wall of the active site cleft.
Because no substrate analogs have been complexed to CiX1 or to
SmX, we cannot state that the insertion plays no role in substrate
binding. However, its position is far from the likely catalytic site,
and it seems unlikely that the insertions effect enzyme activity in
any important way. The other insertions appear to have no functional consequence either. CiX1 has a slightly elongated C-terminal
tail compared with SmX, which lies on the bottom of the molecule
far from the active site; this tail is shown as a thick gray line in
Figure 5.
CiX1, like most class 18 glycohydrolases, contains a number of
cis peptide bonds. One involves a cis Pro, that is, the bond between
Met325 and Pro326. In addition, there are three non-Pro cis bonds.
These are between Ala70 and Phe71, Glu171 and Tyr172, and
Trp378 and Glu379. All three of these cis bonds are conserved in
SmX ~Perrakis et al., 1994!, and the first and third bonds are
conserved in hevamine ~Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1996!. It
is important to note that the residues involved in the three nonproline cis bonds all play an important part in the architecture of
the catalytic site of CiX1.
The CiX1 active site
Proteins belonging to the class 18 family of chitinases have two
signature sequences, as seen in Figure 1 corresponding to CiX1
residues 127–132 and 163–173. These residues lie along barrel
strands 3 and 4 of the class 18 chitinases ~Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1996! and help form the active site cleft on the carboxyl end of the b-barrel. The clustering of these and other conserved
residues make the active site cleft of CiX1 easy to identify. To aid
in the structural analysis, we wanted to position the substrate analog allosamidin, seen crystallographically in the plant chitinase
hevamine ~Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1995!, into the CiX1
active site. Although there is only 14% amino acid identity between CiX1 and hevamine, the two proteins are homologous and
can be superimposed in a least-squares sense with an RMS distance of 2.9 Å between 205 equivalent Ca atoms. The position of
allosamidin with respect to the overall enzyme structure is indicated in Figure 3A, the ribbon representation of CiX1.
Figure 6 shows the binding of allosamidin in more detail. The
inhibitor is represented by the thickest bonds. Key residues from
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Fig. 3. The backbone trace of CiX1. A: A ribbon drawing of the enzyme. The position of allosamidin is shown in heavy black bonds,
and the position of the Glu171 side chain is also indicated. B: A Ca trace of CiX1, with marker residues labeled by their amino acid
sequence number.

Fig. 4. A cartoon representation of CiX1 secondary structural elements.
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Table 2. CiX1 secondary structure
b-Strand

Residues

a-Helix

Residues

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

39– 46
65–70
123–128
165–170
207–212
232–239
285–292
373–379

H2a
H2b
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9

84–91
107–119
143–161
175–199
223–230
268–280
356–371
389–399
418– 425

S2a
S2b

73–75
78–81

S7a
S7b
S7c
S7d
S7e

295–300
318–320
331–335
340–346
349–354

hevamine are shown as the thinnest bonds, while their homologs
from CiX1 are intermediate. The labels correspond to CiX1 residues. The oxazolium ring ~suspected transition state analog! rests
on Trp378 ~Trp255 in hevamine!. Glu171 ~hevamine 127! is the
catalytic acid and is poised near the scissile bond of a polysaccharide substrate, which would continue off to the upper left in the
figure. Asp169 is the analog of hevamine 125, which may form an
ion pair with the positively charged nitrogen of the oxazolium ring.
In CiX1, the carboxylate is rotated away to hydrogen bond to
Tyr43; presumably in a real complex, it would rotate to a position

similar to that seen in the hevamine complex. Asp240 ~hevamine
Asn184! and Tyr239 ~hevamine 183! can make hydrogen bonds
with the substrate analog, while Tyr43 ~hevamine 6! and Phe71
~hevamine 32! contribute to the active site geometry. The interactions with sugars at the nonreducing end of the substrate differ
in detail between the two enzymes. For example Trp47, shown in
dashed bonds, is invariant in the larger class 18 hydrolases ~Fig. 1!
and appears to serve as a platform to bind these sugars. The
corresponding residue in hevamine is Gln9, which binds to the
N-acetyl group of the last sugar ring ~Terwisscha van Scheltinga
et al., 1995!. In addition to Trp47, specifically illustrated in Figure 6, there are several other residues, conserved in the CiX1
homologs, that are in a position to interact with the substrate.
These include Arg52, Trp131, Thr132, Arg295, Trp315, Tyr293,
and Asp321.
The side-chain positions in Figure 6 are those seen in the CiX1
apoprotein X-ray structure, and the allosamidin position is based
solely on the mathematical operator relating the Ca positions of residues conserved between the CiX1 and hevamine barrels. No effort
has been made to refine the inhibitor complex using energy functions or other methods to optimize protein–ligand interactions. We
suspect that the CiX1 conformation does change upon allosamidin
binding because all our efforts to soak the inhibitor into CiX1 crystals resulted in cracking. Nevertheless, this docking experiment is
very likely to indicate those amino acid groups that participate in
binding the substrate analog, especially near the cleavage site.
As mentioned, Glu171 is near the position in the active site cleft
that would be occupied by the susceptible glycosidic bond of a
natural substrate. The class 18 chitinases are known to act through
a mechanism that retains the anomeric configuration of the product
~Armand et al., 1994!. Such retaining enzymes are often thought to
act through a double displacement mechanism, like hen lysozyme
~Blake et al., 1967!. This mechanism requires two catalytic groups,

Fig. 5. A superposition of CiX1 and SmX. CiX1 is traced in thick bonds, while SmX is in thin bonds. SmX has a 120 residue chitin
anchoring domain, shown at lower left as a thin black line, which is absent in the CiX1 molecule. The remainder of the chain is a thin
gray line. The C-terminal residues of CiX1, 406– 427, are missing in SmX, and are shown as a thick gray line.
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Fig. 6. A model of allosamidin and conserved residues from the CiX1 active site. Allosamidin is shown in the thickest bonds, CiX1
side chains are shown as intermediate bonds, and their hevamine homologs are the thin bonds. The labels correspond to CiX1 residues.

an acid to protonate the leaving group, and a carboxylate to stabilize a suspected oxycarbonium intermediate. The acid group is
thought to be Glu171 in CiX1. Site-directed mutagenesis of a
bacterial class 18 chitinase shows that the homologous residue is
crucial to enzyme activity ~Watanabe et al., 1993!. Because no
second mechanistic group could be identified in the hevamine
structure, it was hypothesized that class 18 enzymes do operate by
double displacement but use a mechanism that involves anchimeric assistance. That is, during catalysis the carbonyl oxygen of
the C2 N-acetyl group forms a bond to C1 forming an oxazoline
intermediate ~Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1995!. This mechanism is supported by molecular mechanics calculations ~Brameld
et al., 1998!. The oxazoline group of allosamidin is thought to
mimic the transition state of the proposed hydrolytic reaction ~Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1995!, which would account for its
tight binding.
The structure of CiX1 and the model of allosamidin binding
shown in Figure 6 are consistent with the conservation of the
signature sequences and the proposed roles for many of these
residues. The first signature sequence appears to interact directly
with the substrate where Trp131 contacts the oxazoline group.
Thr132 is in position to form a hydrogen bond with the C6 hydroxyl of the N-acetyl glucosamine in the middle of the inhibitor.
The second signature sequence does not appear to make many
direct contacts with the substrate but does provide the suspected
catalytic acid, Glu171. The oxazoline ring interacts with the side
chains of Phe71, Glu171, and Trp378, all residues that are involved
in cis peptides. Presumably these residues are crucial to preserving
the correct peptide geometry for binding and catalysis.
Analysis of the E171Q mutant
To confirm that Glu171 of CiX1 is indeed a key active site residue, we used site-directed mutagenesis to convert it to a glutamine ~E171Q!. We used the hydrolysis of 4-methylumbelliferyl
b-N, N9, N99-triacetylchitotrioside, which releases a fluorescent product, to measure chitinase activity ~Hollis et al., 1997!. The data,
not shown, indicated that conversion of Glu171 to the neutral
amide completely inactivating the enzyme, in agreement with mutagenic data for a bacterial enzyme ~Watanabe et al., 1993!. This
strengthens the notion that both the overall structure and also the
mechanism are conserved between fungal and bacterial representatives of the class 18 enzymes.

Conclusions
Fungal infections are a major health issue, and the development of
antifungal agents is an area of intense research. Enzymes involved
in fungal cell wall metabolism, including chitinases, are a logical
target for inhibitor design. We have solved the X-ray structure of
the first fungal chitinase. It is likely that the chitinase from C.
immitis is a good model for the enzyme from other fungal species.
The inhibitor allosamidin has been observed in the plant chitinase
hevamine complex. We made an analogous model for binding this
substrate analog into the fungal enzyme. It suggests that the active
site is formed only by residues conserved in the fungal enzyme
family. Glu171, by analogy to other class 18 glycohydrolases, is
thought to be the catalytic acid. Site-directed mutagenesis, converting the amino acid to Gln, eliminates any detectable enzyme
activity, consistent with this hypothesis.
Materials and methods
Crystal structure determination
CiX1 was expressed as a fusion with glutathione S transferase as
described earlier ~Hollis et al., 1998!. Purified CiX1 was subjected
to automated N-terminal Edman sequencing at the Protein Sequencing Center at the University of Texas. The crystallization of
C. immitis chitinase and the data collection of the native and
p-hydroxymercuribenzoate ~PHMB! data sets, using an RAXIS IV
detector on a Rigaku RU-200 generator with double-focusing mirrors, have been described previously ~Hollis et al., 1998!.
The primary amino acid sequence of CiX1 ~Yang et al., 1996!
was aligned with that of the Serratia marcesans chitinase, SmX
~Jones et al., 1986!, using CLUSTAL V ~Higgins et al., 1992!. The
following models based on the SmX crystal structure ~Protein
Data Bank ~PDB! entry 1CTN! ~Perrakis et al., 1994! were used:
~1! residues 158–558 of the SmX structure with loop 195–220 and
several smaller loops deleted ~abbreviated SmX9!, ~2! SmX9 with
the CiX1 sequence substituted, ~3! SmX9 with alanine substituted
for all residues, and ~4! SmX9 with alanine substituted for all
residues except conserved hydrophobic residues. Rotation and translation searches and Patterson correlation refinement ~Brünger, 1990!
were done with the four models using X-PLOR ~Brünger, 1992!.
For all four models, the 80 or so highest peaks from the rotation
function were analyzed to determine their Patterson correlation.
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The best Patterson correlation for the three models of SmX9 with
substituted sequences corresponded to the same rotation angles.
The refined Patterson correlation for these models was 0.04,
30–39% higher than next best correlation. The best Patterson correlation for the unsubstituted SmX9 model corresponded to a different set of rotation angles, and it had a lower correlation value
of 0.03.
Using the rotational orientation that yielded the best Patterson
correlation with the three sequence-substituted models, translation
searches were done in both enantiomorphic space groups P41212
and P43212. All three models gave the same highest translation
function peak of five to seven standard deviations above the mean
with the P41212 search. In the P43212 search, all three models gave
the same highest translation function peak of 10–11 standard deviations above the mean. The R-factor for the best translation
solution in P43212 for the CiX1 sequence-substituted model was
0.52. A difference Fourier of the PHMB derivative data using
phases from the translated CiX1 sequence model returned an eight
standard deviation peak, which corresponded to the known Hg site.
The site was within 4 Å of the Ca position of Cys108.
This initial model, which consisted of residues 40–399 ~360
residues!, was refined using the slow cooling protocol of X-PLOR
~Brünger, 1992!. The refined model had a working R-factor of 0.35
and an Rfree of 0.50 ~5–3.0 Å!. To facilitate manual rebuilding of
the model, a difference map and a 2Fo 2 Fc map, weighted to
eliminate bias from the model, were prepared. A difference map of
the form ~Fo 2 Fc !acalc was calculated using X-PLOR. To prepare
the unbiased 2Fo 2 Fc map, structure factors and phases based on
the model were calculated with X-PLOR and analyzed by LBEST
to generate weights based on the free R-value ~Brünger, 1993;
Lunin & Skovoroda, 1995; Urzhumtsev et al., 1996!. Fourier maps
were then generated by FFT ~CCP4, 1994! using amplitudes of the
form |2wFo 2 DFc |, where w and D are weights determined by
LBEST, and phases calculated from the model. Using these maps,
the model was rebuilt to better fit the electron density. Model
building was done on a Silicon Graphics Indy computer using
TOM ~Jones, 1982!. Other computations were done an Alpha computer ~Digital Equipment Company!.
After several rounds of rebuilding of loops between secondary
structural elements and adding residues to the termini followed by
refinement, the model consisted of 377 residues and had the correct sequence in place for residues 38– 401 ~Rwork 5 0.25, Rfree 5
0.40; 5–3.0 Å!. Next, troublesome loops were rebuilt, and additions were made to the termini so that the correct sequence extended from residues 37 to 427 ~Rwork 5 0.21, Rfree 5 0.33; 5–2.8 Å!.
Subsequently, PROCHECK ~Laskowski et al., 1993! was used to
determine areas of poor geometry. The poor geometry was corrected and the outer resolution was extended to 2.5 Å ~Rwork 5
0.20, Rfree 5 0.31; 5–2.5 Å!. To locate bound water molecules,
MAPMAN ~Kleywegt & Jones, 1996! was used to select peaks of
height 3.5 standard deviations above the mean from a difference
map, and X-PLOR was used to eliminate those peaks that were not
within 3.5 Å of a protein nitrogen or oxygen atom. The graphics
program O ~Jones et al., 1991! was used to manually view and
accept water sites. Finally, a residue was added to the N-terminus,
241 bound water molecules were added, and the resolution of
refinement was extended to 2.2 Å ~Rwork 5 0.18, Rfree 5 0.26;
5–2.2 Å!.
The model for the allosamidin inhibitor was generated by carrying out a least-squares superposition of CiX1 and hevamine
~PDB entry 1LLO! ~Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1995!. Com-
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mon secondary structural elements, namely the b-barrel, were correlated between the two proteins. The same rotation and translation
matrices were used to position the allosamidin coordinates from
the hevamine complex into the CiX1 space. Least-squares superpositions were done using subroutines from the graphics program
TOM or O ~Jones, 1982!. MOLSCRIPT was used to make Figures 3 and 5 ~Kraulis, 1991!.
Coccidioides immitis chitinase site-directed mutagenesis
Site-directed mutagenesis was performed on active site residue
Glu171. A QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit by Stratagene ~La Jolla, California! was used to create a one base-pair
change resulting in the mutation of a glutamate to a glutamine at
position 171. DNA sequencing confirmed that the mutation was
present and that no undesirable mutations had occurred. The E171Q
mutant was purified in the same manner as the wild-type. A fluorescence assay used to show the activity of chitinase ~Hollis et al.,
1997! was performed using the E171Q mutant, and the results
indicate that there was almost a complete loss of activity as compared to the wild-type chitinase ~results not shown!.
Accession number
The coordinates have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank.
The ID code is 1D2K.
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